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Abstract
Understanding the structure of high-dimensional representations learned by Vision Trans-
formers (ViTs) provides a pathway toward developing a mechanistic understanding and
further improving architecture design. In this work, we leverage tools from information
geometry to characterize representation quality at a per-token (intra-token) level as well as
across pairs of tokens (inter-token) in ViTs pretrained for object classification. In particular,
we observe that these high-dimensional tokens exhibit a characteristic spectral decay in
the feature covariance matrix. By measuring the rate of this decay (denoted by α) for
each token across transformer blocks, we discover an α signature, indicative of a transition
from lower to higher effective dimensionality. We also demonstrate that tokens can be
clustered based on their α signature, revealing that tokens corresponding to nearby spatial
patches of the original image exhibit similar α trajectories. Furthermore, for measuring
the complexity at the sequence level, we aggregate the correlation between pairs of tokens
independently at each transformer block. A higher average correlation indicates a significant
overlap between token representations and lower effective complexity. Notably, we observe a
U-shaped trend across the model hierarchy, suggesting that token representations are more
expressive in the intermediate blocks. Our findings provide a framework for understanding
information processing in ViTs while providing tools to prune/merge tokens across blocks,
thereby making the architectures more efficient.

1. Introduction

Vision transformers (ViTs) have recently revolutionized computer vision, excelling in tasks
like image classification and object detection (Dosovitskiy et al. (2020)). Instead of local
convolutions, ViTs employ global self-attention, enhancing representation quality. However,
understanding the information processing in ViTs at a per-token as well as sequence level
remains a challenge (Raghu et al., 2021). Training ViTs is also demanding due to their
computational complexity and the need for larger datasets and extended training cycles
compared to CNNs (Deng et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2017; Touvron et al., 2021). While prior
research has explored certain functional properties of Vision Transformers (ViTs), such as
their responses to specific image transformations (Naseer et al., 2021), there has been limited
investigation into understanding the information geometry of these models.
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Information geometry formally characterizes the high-dimensional representation mani-
folds learned by neural networks and bridges the understanding between individual units and
overall network behavior (Chung and Abbott (2021)). Recent studies in vision neuroscience
found that mouse and macaque V1 representations demonstrate a power-law decay in their
eigenspectrum (Stringer et al., 2019; Kong et al., 2022), with the decay coefficient α indicating
the representation manifold properties like smoothness and capacity. Parallel studies in deep
learning have demonstrated the significance of such power-law decay in the representation
eigenspectrum to assess the network’s performance (Ghosh et al., 2022; Agrawal et al., 2022)
and adversarial robustness (Nassar et al., 2020).

In this paper, we characterize the ViT’s information geometry within tokens (intra-
token) by inspecting their eigenspectrum and among tokens (inter-token) by inspecting
their correlation structure. The two-level analysis provides insight into two complementary
properties of the representation manifold, namely at the token and the sequence level. We
show that ViTs have a unique intra-token α signature, in which each token exhibits a high α
at the initial layers and gradually exhibits lower alpha in the later layers. In other words, this
indicates a transition from intrinsically low-dimensional to high-dimensional structures within
the network. Second, for measuring the complexity at the sequence level, we aggregate the
correlation between pairs of tokens independently at each transformer block. A higher average
correlation indicates a significant overlap between token representations and lower effective
complexity. Notably, we observe a U-shaped trend across the model hierarchy, suggesting
that token representations are more expressive in the intermediate blocks. Our findings have
implications for token pruning and merging techniques, paving way for advancements in
mechanistic interpretability and designing more efficient transformer architectures.

2. Background

2.1. Sequence modeling with ViTs

The ViT architecture, inspired from NLP (Vaswani et al., 2017), divides image x ∈ RH×W×C

into patches that are then embedded as xp ∈ RP 2·C , termed “token” in this paper. Transform-
ers use self-attention blocks that process these tokens in a sequence-to-sequence framework.
Namely, each block employs multi-head attention Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax(QK⊤

√
dk

)V .
A classification token (CLS) is optionally added to pool information across the sequence
for downstream tasks. Interestingly, Raghu et al. (2021) noted that ViTs preserve more
information from CLS token early in the network and switch to preserving more information
from spatial tokens later in the network.

More recent work has found token representations in ViTs to be redundant, thereby
leveraging this redundancy to prune (Meng et al., 2022; Yin et al., 2022; Kong et al., 2021;
Rao et al., 2021) and/or merge tokens (Bolya et al., 2022; Marin et al., 2021). However, each
token’s representation geometry in pretrained ViTs as well as the underlying reason behind
the redundancy in token representations remains poorly understood.
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Figure 1: Intra-token analysis for ViT on CIFAR-10. We ran UMAP and k-means on the
α trajectories for the spatial tokens and found three distinct clusters. (A) α trajectories
for the three token clusters on the spatial token trajectories (pink, purple, and light pink),
the CLS token (black), and all tokens together (blue). The y-axis is the α value on the log
scale, and the x-axis is the dataset (0), and the 12 layers of the ViT (1-12). (B) UMAP
and k-means clustering of the alpha trajectories. (C) The spatial location of each k-means
cluster, mapping to the original image’s corners, edges, and main body.

2.2. Eigenspectrum decay

For a parameterized function fθ : X → RD, the empirical feature covariance matrix ΣN (fθ)
provides insight into the overlap between different directions in the feature space. Formally
(assuming centered features), ΣN (fθ) =

1
N

∑N
i=1 fθ(xi)fθ(xi)

T , where x1, ..., xN ∼ X

Eigendecomposition of ΣN (fθ) reveals the variance explained by the principal components
of the representation space. Using spectral decomposition, ΣN (fθ) = UΛUT , where U
contains eigenvectors and Λ is a diagonal matrix with nonnegative eigenvalues λ1 ≥ ... ≥
λm ≥ 0, where m = min(N,D) is the rank. Notably, Ghosh et al. (2022) observe that for
well-trained models, this eigenspectrum is well approximated by power-law decay, where
λj ∝ j−α for α > 0. Here, α is the slope of the power law and coefficient of eigenvalue decay.
Intuitively, a smaller α indicates slower decay and, therefore, higher effective rank, whereas
high α indicates rapid decay, corresponding to intrinsically low-dimensional encodings.

3. Experiments

We evaluated individual token representations of a ViT pretrained on ImageNet on CIFAR-
10 (Krizhevsky et al., 2009) and STL-10 (Quattoni and Torralba, 2009). To assess the
representation geometry for individual tokens, we computed the representation covariance
matrix and subsequently calculated α (Appendix B, Fig. 3). Notably, there was no significant
difference in α between the train and test sets (Appendix D, Fig. 6), so we refer to the test set
estimate unless otherwise mentioned. To assess the sequence-level complexity, we calculated
token correlations by taking the Pearson’s correlation between the flattened representation
matrices (#samples×#feats) for every pair of tokens. Further details are in Appendix A.
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Figure 2: Inter-token analysis for ViT on CIFAR-10 & STL-10. First, we compute the
correlation across flattened feature matrices for every pair of tokens (see Appendix). Next,
we take the mean correlation of the resulting lower triangular matrix, thereby indicating
the the expected correlation between any pair of tokens in each layer. Our results reveal a
U-shaped structure, indicating that tokens are least correlated at an intermediate layer but
highly correlated in the early and late layers.

3.1. Intra-token Analysis

For each spatial token representation, we found the α value starts high and then non-
monotonically decreases toward α ≈ 1 (Fig.1 A). Intuitively, these tokens start lower
dimensional in the first layer of the network, then non-monotonically become higher di-
mensional as they progress through the network. Interestingly, most spatial tokens reach
their highest dimensionality towards the end of the network but before the last layers, when
they slightly decrease in dimensionality. Compared to the spatial tokens, the CLS token
starts higher dimensional, becomes lower dimensional around the second layer, and then
non-monotonically increases in dimensionality. The decrease in dimensionality around the
second layer suggests the CLS token may "take up" information from the spatial tokens in
the preceding layer. Our results are in line with the findings of Ghosh et al. (2022), except
they were looking at the CLS token only. We found similar results on both CIFAR-10 and
STL-10 (Appendix D).

We ran UMAP on the 784 α trajectories of the spatial tokens (excluding the CLS-token),
clustered the resulting embeddings with k-means, and found three distinct clusters (Fig.1
B) that correspond to the edges, corners, and body of the original image (Fig.1 C). The
α trajectory of Cluster 2 (light pink), corresponding to the corners of the image, signifies
lower dimensionality than the other clusters, which intuitively follows because the corners
of an image usually contain less information. The clusters become more high-dimensional,
according to their α trajectories, towards the center of the image. Our analysis suggests
the α calculation illuminates the information density of each token, which could play an
important role in token pruning and token merging.
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3.2. Inter-token Analysis

We calculated Pearson’s correlation between tokens and found that tokens are less correlated
in the first layer, then rapidly become more correlated in the second layer, and finally follow a
U-shape for the rest of the network, ending with a high correlation (Fig. 2). See Appendix C
for layer-by-layer, inter-token correlation plots on CIFAR-10 and STL-10. It remains unclear
whether increasing token correlations in the network’s later layers is functional or redundant,
suggesting potential improvements in transformer architecture.

4. Conclusion

For the first time, we explored ViT’s information geometry at both intra-token and inter-token
levels, revealing a unique α trajectory converging to α ≈ 1, indicating token dimensionality
changes across layers. α trajectories and token correlations suggest pruning and merging
potential, emphasizing information geometry’s role in transformer optimization. Our findings
have implications for computer vision, transformer efficiency, model interpretability, and
mechanistic interpretability.
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Appendix A. Additional Details on Experimental Setup

For the intra-token analysis, we evaluated individual token activations in the intermediate
layers of a ViT pretrained on ImageNet, taken from the timm library (Wightman (2019)).
The ViT divides 3 x 224 x 224 images from CIFAR-10 (Krizhevsky et al. (2009)) and STL-10
(Quattoni and Torralba (2009)) into a patch size of 8 for a total of 785 tokens including the
CLS token. The images were fed into the ViT with batch size 128. For each token activation
for each layer, we evaluated α across all data points by calculating the covariance matrix
and fitting a power law to the eigenspectrum (Appendix B, Fig. 3). We also calculated the
α trajectory of the concatenated token representations (including the CLS token). For the
inter-token analysis, we calculated token correlations by taking the Pearson’s correlation
between every pair of tokens across all data points in the test set.
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Appendix B. Eigenspectrum fits

Figure 3: Example fit of alpha on the eigenspectrum for token 1 at layer 217 on CIFAR-10.
The blue line is the empirical measurement while the orange line is the calculated fit. For
more details, see Sections 2.2 and 3.
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Appendix C. Token Correlations

C.1. CIFAR-10

Figure 4: Token activation correlations per layer for ViT on CIFAR-10. Each matrix
represents a layer of 785 tokens x 785 tokens, for a total of 12 layers. For more details, see
Section 3.2.
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C.2. STL-10

Figure 5: Token activation correlations per layer for ViT on STL-10 test set. For more
details, see Section 3.2.

Appendix D. More Alpha Results
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Figure 6: Alpha trajectories for ViT on CIFAR-10 train set. The α trajectory is very similar
to that on the CIFAR-10 test set, so we refer to the empircal α calculation throughout the
paper as the calculation on the test set. See Sections 3 and 3.1 for more details.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: K-means on ViT alpha trajectories for the CIFAR-10 train set. (a) UMAP of
K-means clustering on the alpha trajectories. (b) The corresponding spatial location of each
cluster on the original image. The clusters map to the corners, edges, and main body of the
image. The main body of the paper used the results from the CIFAR-10 test set. For more
details, see Section 3.1.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8: The alpha trajectories on STL-10 for the CLS token (black), the average of all
tokens (pink), and all tokens together (blue) on the (a) train and (b) test datasets. For more
details, see Section 3.1.
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